AN ALMA MATER SONG

EVEN as a structure ceases to be mechanically secure when its foundation is destroyed, Alma Mater comes to be a distinct symbol of the time of ceasing to be a power.

The need of a uniting force is clearly revealed itself, the growth of the Institute and increasing diversity of interest in the lives of the students and Alumni.

A Technology song representing the aims and traditions of the Institute is a fitting part of the task of such a need. Heart-beaten as we are, the strain of a task never before attempted, of something dear to us, cannot help but touch our memories and firmly hold together all those associations that concern us with the Technology.

Happy the man who is the author of his school's song. The possibility of attaining this honor is open to all; any one of us may be the man. The attaining this honor is open to all; anyone else interested in

MATH CLUB HASERS PROP. HUNTINGTON TOMORROW

Professor E. V. Huntington of Har- vard will speak to the Math Club of the Institute tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock, in the Philosophy dining room in Walker. His subject will be "Pounds-

TECHNOLOGY LUNCH and SPA Lunches, Snacks, Mountain Confectionery 86 Main Ave. Cambridge

FORDS TO LET

150 Ranelagh College, Cambridge, Call Mrs. Hale to book any of these theatrical attractions. GEORGE S. BRYANT, Manager.

BOSTON CAMERAS EXCHANGE

OLD CAMERAS EXCHANGED FOR NEW ONES

Complete line of HIGH GRADE CAMERAS, GRAFLEXES and RADIO SUPPLIES

We Pay Cash for Old Cameras

Symphony Hall: "Pops" Wednesday program in this issue.

When Traveling

You will find that wherever money is used they are immediately accepted.

TRAVELERS

A-B-A AMERICA'S CHEQUES

Ask for them at your bank
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